The formative power
in media are the
media themselves.
- Marshall McLuhan, Understanding Media
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It is open because
all is present available
seizable
Open to receive
Open also that each may
Come there to take
…
Sight resides in
palpation...
—Le Corbusier,
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Winnipeg Free Press event with journalist Dan Lett.

(Offre, La Main Ouverte)
Poem of the Right Angle (1948-52).

MATTERS
MEDIA
MILIEUX
This studio explored architectural multi-media
via three interconnected senses: as the palpable
stuff of the material world; as diverse means of
communication; and as cultural modes of exchange.
Students also considered their own hands as
mediating agents of friendship (as in a handshake), of
political advocacy (as in voting and protesting), and
as agents of making through drawing, building and
cooperating. Le Corbusier’s Open Hand Monument
in Chandigarh served to raise further questions on
democratic architecture and how to facilitate and
symbolize a society’s collective reach for peace.
Explorations were directed toward designing multimedia institutions, including a new Winnipeg Free
Press headquarters on a culturally and politicallycharged block directly across from City Hall, occupied
by the crumbling Public Safety Building (a police
headquarters) and a condemned Parkade. Standing
like a pair of closed fists on a historic market site
where Winnipeg’s 1919 labor strike took place,
these failed brutalist structures were ‘demolished’

Jeff Kachkan
Front page news

for students to develop proposals that better foster
democratic opportunities. Sited between City Hall, Red
River College, Chinatown, market square and former
‘Newspaper Row,’ this location is well positioned to
foster public engagement and debate on issues of civic,
national and global concern.
In addition to designing for the work of public media &
journalism, students proposed other socially mediated
programs: for music, dance, theatrical performance,
protest, poetry, public debate, and construction.
Students also engaged media by meeting with
journalists, being interviewed by reporters, participating
in public debates at the Winnipeg Free Press Café, and
preparing media blasts and front page news stories of
their developing projects for public review.
The studio included a field trip to New York City and
Boston to study sites of media and mediation, including
Renzo Piano’s New York Times building, Storefront for
Art and Architecture, civic spaces associated with the
Occupy Wall Street movement, Boston Commons and
buildings by Le Corbusier and Alvar Aalto.
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Tiffany Leong, ORIOGRAPHY: Chinatown’s Past, Present and Future. Learning from the arts of origami and palmistry, this thesis mapped the history and future of Winnipeg’s Chinatown through a festive rumination of the
legendary Shanghai Restaurant.
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Tiffany Leong, ORIOGRAPHY. Architect, author Brent Bellamy used this thesis to provoke discussion
			
about the possible revitalization of Winnipeg’s Chinatown.
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Jeff Kachkan, THEATRE OF MEDIATION. This project grew from iterative experimentation of individual views and collective experience as mediated by a series of playful interactive devises. The urban proposal included a
residential tower, public forums and journalism offices designed in ways to support public spontaneity and hold public officials accountable by making their comings, goings, and interactions more visible.
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Jeff Kachkan, THEATRE OF MEDIATION.
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Ting Wu, HANDS-ON ARCHITECTURE. Explorations of the calculated and chance operations in Mahjong and hand-pointing, informed a mixed-media process of architectural representation and an urban design that enabled
games and socializing to co-exist alongside politics and journalism in the heart of the city.
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Ting Wu. This ‘hands-on’ design was inspired by Le Corbusier’s Open Hand monument - a culturally mixed version of which was imagined to wave over Winnipeg.
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James Robertson. Inspired by constructivist art, agit prop theatre and strategies of peaceful protest, this project explored political activism and public demonstration as forms of
social media, devising architectural interventions that are both ad-hoc / ephemeral and deliberately permanent to foster social agency, affordable housing and safe civic space.
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James Robertson. Reimagining this civic square for Housing, Building and Demonstrating.

City Hall
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